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Abstract

This paper presents for the first time chemical data on the ancient (Antiquity period) marble quarries of Delos Island and some architectural marbles from its famous and exceptionally well-preserved archaeological site. Delos geological substratum is mostly composed of granite, including very few decametric marble enclaves. However, ancient Delian architecture is dominated by gneiss and marbles. A large quantity of marble had thus to be imported from neighbouring Cycladic Islands and continental Greece. Their provenances remain mostly unknown. Several analytical methods have been developed in archaeometry for years to determine the origin of marbles, but they are generally destructive. This paper reports a methodology based on a hand-held portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) analyser to detect major and trace elements often used in provenance studies. Drawbacks of using those elements for marble provenance and analytical limitations attached to portable instruments were frequently discussed. Here the usefulness of pXRF for marble provenance research was tested in association with principal component analysis (PCA). Two
artefacts of presumed Delian origin were selected and the results showed that one of them came undoubtedly from a Delian quarry while the other one was not of local origin. This protocol appeared to be a powerful tool when conventional destructive analyses are precluded.
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1. Introduction

Due to its remarkable mechanical and aesthetic properties, marble has been widely used during Antiquity in architecture and sculpture. Local marble quarries often provided construction material for vicinity monuments but a large amount of blocks were also exported to other sites throughout ancient commercial routes. Thus, numerous marbles coming from Cycladic Islands and the Attique region were spread all around the Mediterranean area during Antiquity. Therefore, the study of marble provenance can trace back ancient commercial routes. Moreover, the operating periods of the main Mediterranean quarries being known, marble provenance can strengthen the understanding of marble trading chronology and monuments construction. Commonly used visual inspections often lead to misidentification, especially for white marbles, and thus to incorrect provenance assignments. Consequently, marble provenance is the subject of a large amount of studies for many years.

Greek marble provenance of archaeological artefacts (monuments and sculptures) has been studied for more than a century, starting with Richard Lepsius (1890) work, which rapidly became a reference in marble provenance investigations. To date, the most reliable way to identify the provenance quarries of ancient marble artefacts combines three destructive techniques: mineralo-
petrographic examination of thin sections with optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive spectrometry (SEM-EDS; Lapuente et al. 2000; Capedri and Venturelli 2004; Pensabene et al. 2012; Ricca et al. 2015); geochemical determination of trace elements (Green et al. 2002; Poretti et al. 2017) and isotopic analyses of carbon, oxygen, and strontium (Tykot et al. 2002; Brilli et al. 2005; Attanasio et al. 2006; La Russa et al. 2013; Ricca et al. 2014; Antonelli and Lazzarini 2015). The increasing need for non-destructive investigations (Lazzarini et al. 1980; Calligaro et al. 2013; Magrini et al. 2016) has become a major issue, as sampling in archaeological building is in most cases restricted in view of their uniqueness.

Non-destructive protocols offer the possibility to obtain preliminary information on Delos artefacts before being allowed to implement further complementary destructive techniques. The present study establishes the very first chemical and grain size database of Delos Island marbles. So far, Delian marble identification was exclusively based on visual criteria, which lead to debated provenances. The chosen protocol is based on non-destructive chemical analyses using portable x-ray fluorescence (pXRF) and optical microscopy field observations. Data were compared and processed using the principal component analysis (PCA) statistical tool. Such a methodology allows rapid preliminary diagnoses. This study merely intends to test it.

PXRF has already been used on Delos Island but exclusively for ceramic and statue pigments (Karydas et al. 2009). Practically speaking, this technique is fast, non-destructive, easy to use, economical, and requires minimal sample preparation. Analyses were performed on two sets of materials: (i) geological samples coming from known antique Greek marble quarries. It includes Delian quarries never studied so far; (ii) two selected groups of antique building stones in Delos archaeological site. One comes from a wall constructed next to a marble quarry with identical macroscopic appearance. The aim is to prove its Indigenous provenance. The other one comes from a monument and was macroscopically described as an Indigenous marble. This provenance needs to be verified.

2. Archaeological and geological context

2.1 Archaeology

Delos, the mythological Apollo birthplace located in the centre of the Cycladic archipelago (Fig. 1), is well known for its exceptionally well-preserved archaeological site. This small island became a famous religious sanctuary during
the seventh century BCE and then a major free harbour, becoming thus a key trading point during the Antiquity. Merchandises from Cyclades, Attique, and even fur-ther (Italy, Egypt, etc.) were circulating through Delos harbours (Ecole Française d’Athènes 2005).

Figure 1

Excavation by the French School of Athens (EFA) started in 1872. Ruins of more than three millennia of human occupation with an acme at the end of the first century BCE are visible in the north-western part of the island. The antique city has expanded on 80 hectares regarding the 350 of the island surface but only 30 of them have been excavated so far (figure 1 in supplementary material). Religious, commercial, and residential buildings appear to be essentially built up with granite, gneiss, and marbles. Preliminary estimations indicate that a minimum volume of 500,000 m$^3$ of marble was necessary to account for the archaeological material excavated so far. Delos was a key trading point, so the possibilities for marble provenance are multiple. Building site accounts, generally carved within marble slabs, mention exchanges with Aegean Islands such as Paros, as well as continental Athenian region (Fig. 1). These priceless archives, complementing preliminary macroscopic examination, served as guides to this geochemical investigation. Such a study will thus eventually help to document religious and commercial relationships between Delos and the neighbouring islands as well as continental Greece.

2.2 Geology
Delos, one of the smallest Cycladic Islands at 5 km long and 1 km wide, is located between Mykonos and Rhenia in the Aegean Sea. It is mainly a type-I granitic pluton intruding gneiss basement (Altherr and Siebel 2002; Fig. 1). It belongs to the Mykonos-Delos-Rhenia metamorphic complex exhumed as high temperature gneiss dome during back arc extension (20 to 8 Ma). The later results from slab retreat below the North Cycladic Detachment System (Faure et al. 1991; Lee and Lister 1992; Lucas 1999; Jolivet et al. 2010; Denèle et al. 2011). This extension stage ends up with the syn-kinematic piercing of the dome by granitic plutons during mid Miocene (11.1–9.5 Ma) (Denèle et al. 2011 and reference therein). In Delos, granite outcrops over 70% of the island from its central to its southern parts.
and is also the dominating rock within the adjacent island Mykonos (Cayeux 1911). It intrudes the gneissic Cycladic base-ment of Hercynian age (327 ± 4 Ma to 295 ± 4 4 Ma; Keay 1998), forming 25% of the island in its northern part. Gneiss outcrops dominate in adjacent Rhenia Island (Fig. 1). Within Delos granitic pluton, diversified highly deformed metamorphic country rocks from the Cycladic Blue Schist Unit (Blake et al. 1981) appear as small metric to decametric enclaves forming approximately 5% of the island. They consist of interbedded foliated layers of marble, amphib- olite, and schist, initially (55–35 Ma) buried under HP-LT conditions (blue schist facies) then (30–15 Ma) retrograded during exhumation under HT-LP conditions (amphibolite/green schist facies; Parra et al. 2002; Jolivet et al. 2004). At least five ancient marble quarries (Fig. 1), about hundred meters long, have been identified throughout Delos Island (Fraisse and Kozelj 1991; Chatzidakis et al. 1997; Hadjidakis et al. 2003; Kokkoru-Aleura et al. 2014). Preliminary volume estimations determined from topography study of the quarries give 174,000 m³ extracted mate- rial. In other words, Delian extracted marbles are three to five times less than the required volume to account for the archaeological building excavated so far.

3 Materials and analytical techniques

3.1 Geological samples: quarry database

Petrographic and isotopic databases including hundreds of marble analyses from the major and minor quarries exploited during Greek and Roman Antiquity are numerous (Antonelli and Lazzarini 2015 and reference therein) compared to minor and trace element databases (Matthews 1997; Green et al. 2002). Moreover, apart from general information about the most famous marble quarries in Cyclades Archipelago (Naxos, Paros, Tinos) and Attica (Pentelic and Hymettus), there was, prior to this study, no database for Delos quarries.

For the purpose of this study, a preliminary database including a total of twenty-two marbles from continental Greece and Cycladic Islands was designed. Two Attica samples were collected, both from Kareas quarry in Mount Hymettus. Twenty samples were collected in Cycladic Islands: two in Paros taken near Chorioudaki and Marathi (marble called lychnite); four in Naxos from Melanes, Naxos-Marmor Abbau Mountain and Appolona; seven in Tinos from Kardiani, Isterina, Marlas, Koumaros, and near Kionia. The seven remaining samples come from the five ancient marble extraction outcrops of Delos (Fig. 1, Hadjidakis et al. 2003). The first two quarries Qm1 and Qm2 are located outside the archaeological site respectively in SW and SE of the island. One sample was collected in each location. The other three quarries Qm3, Qm4, and Qm5 are
within or close to the site. Qm3 had been excavated from Ghlastropi Hill overlooking the southern area of the theatre district. Two types of marble were sampled there. Qm4 is located within the theatre district where one marble was sampled. Two marbles were sampled from Qm5 adjacent to the Inopos reservoir. Those seven Delian marbles are presented and described in Figure 2.

Figure 2

3.2 Archaeological building stones

Two sets of archaeological artefacts were selected for the purpose of the present work. The first one comes from a wall in an Inopos district house (figure 3A), adjacent to marble quarry Qm5. It has been identified from macroscopic criteria as being very similar to the adjacent marble outcrop (figure 2G) visible on the west side of the Inopos water reservoir. Indeed both the outcrop and Inopos walls present a very thin yellow homeoblastic marble.

The second one comes from the portico of Philip V of Macedonia, built on Delos around 210 B.C. It is made out of a bluish heteroblastic marble with very large calcite/dolomite crystals (figure 3B), initially assumed to be indigenous (Vallois, 1923). Nevertheless, this local provenance has never been demonstrated and the marble aspect (colour, grain size) calls Delian origin into question.

Figure 3

3.3 Analytical techniques

3.3.1 Maximum grain size measurements (MGS)

One of the most commonly used parameters in marble provenance studies is the Maximum Grain Size (MGS) of the rock-forming calcite and dolomite crystals. Attanasio et al. (2006) published the most comprehensive database of MGS with more than 1,300 samples. Measurements are generally based on a microscopic examination of thin sections. Here MGS of the calcite grains were directly measured in the field with a portable microscope DINO-LITE model AM7515MZT. This model is equipped with a linear polarizer and an IR cut filter over 650 nm with a x20 to x220 magnification capacity. Actually, if marbles such as the Hymettus one are homogeneous with respect to MGS criteria, other marbles can present heterogeneities. It is then necessary to measure several MGSs. Statistically speaking MGS measurements used in this article are based on six
pictures per object. The main difficulty of this analyse is to distinguish mineral grain boundaries from fractures and natural calcite cleavages.

3.3.2 Portable X-rays fluorescence (pXRF) analyses

Non-destructive in-situ analyses of twenty-two samples were performed with a pXRF gun model Niton XL3 from THERMOFISHER. This model uses a silicon drift detector with a resolution of 160 eV. It is equipped with a silver anode (Niton 147-00X) and a 0.127 mm beryllium exit window. The spectra were collected at 50 kV and 40 μA with a counting time of 120 s (4 filters of 30 s each) using mining (Cu/Zn) mode. The analysis window is circular and has a diameter of 8 mm. According to the selected analysis settings, this pXRF provides concentrations of the elements going from Mg to U. Elements lighter than Mg cannot be detected due to the background signal. Background increases when atomic number decreases since it varies approximately as \( \frac{1}{z^2} \) (Shackley, 2011).

Compared to lab-instrument, hand-held analyser exhibits a number of limitations such as atmosphere X-ray absorption. Lab-based XRF can work in helium filled chambers while pXRF has to deal with the air absorption at low atomic number (especially for titanium and lighter elements). Argon among others is known to affect calcium and potassium measurement since it absorbs a part of their X-rays (Shackley, 2011). The technique is also sensitive to surface morphology of the samples, they need to be as flat as possible. Indeed the investigation depth fluctuates as a function of the analysed element. For instance, maximum depth is 3 mm for Nd analysis while it is only 20 μm for Mg. This range of maximum depths corresponds to the depths where 90 % of the signal is attenuated. Moreover surface chemical alteration on weathered surface may distort composition of the pristine marble underneath. Carefully selecting the surface to be analysed is thus critical to acquire interpretable data. Ideal surfaces should be flat, as fresh as possible with minimal irregularities. Finally compared with a lab-based instrument, pXRF has lower accuracy (minor closeness to the true value) and lower precision (less reproducible). For accuracy purposes, calibration targets are required as standards. Up to five spots per sample were analysed to strengthen the representativeness and decrease therefore the effect of mineral heterogeneities. A stack of two measurements was applied to each spot for reproducibility purpose.

3.3.3 Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) analyses and pXRF calibration

Quarry samples were analysed at SARM laboratory in Nancy (France) with Inductively Coupled Plasma analyses after being dissolved with a lithium-borate fusion (\( LiBO_4 \)) protocol. Major elements were measured with Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) using the Thermo Fischer Icap 6500 spectrometer. Minor
and trace elements were analysed with Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) using Thermo Fischer Icap Q spectrometer. The standards used for analyses are basalt BR, anorthosite AN-G, serpentinite UB-N, diorite DR-N, granite GH and limestone CAL-S. The global analysis protocol is described by Carignan et al. (2001).

In this work the accuracy of pXRF analyses was statistically evaluated by a comparison of data acquired with pXRF and ICP on database marbles. Four marble calibration targets analysed by ICP were selected from the quarry database. Those standards were analysed with pXRF before and after each set of measurements in order to monitor possible instrumental deviations. Marbles showing colour differences within a single sample were analysed separately. This comparison aims to verify if pXRF concentrations are linearly linked to the ICP values. If not, it would have been impossible to calibrate pXRF data with ICP values. Since ICP analyses were made on marble powders, ICP data were compared with pressed powder pXRF analyses. Thus, it has been ensured that these analyses were not skewed by the grain size and the chemical heterogeneity of the samples mineralogy.

3.3.4 Principal Component Analyses (PCA)

Calibrated chemical analyses and MGS were integrated in a powerful statistic tool: the principal component analysis (PCA). PCA is commonly used to reduce the dimensionality of a data set, expressing it as a combination of a small number of linearly independent variables, the so-called “principal components” (Davis 1986). This powerful comparison tool uses the variance of each variable to discriminate between items rather than matching them two by two. PCA is thus suitable for quarry provenance investigations and has already proved its worth for obsidian (Forster and Grave 2012) and marble (Poretti et al. 2017). In PCA of XRF data, variables correspond to analysed elements. It is known that calcite grain size depends on pressure, temperature, and strain conditions whereas marble chemical composition depends on the initial limestone chemistry and fluid–rock interactions during later metamorphic history. MGS and chemical data are thus considered to be independent from each other and MGS constitutes an additional variable in PCA.

PCA calculation uses the variance of each variable to compare marble samples and thus estimates the correspondences between themselves. Resulting diagrams are two dimension plots representing percentages of variance. They show one ellipse per marble plotted more or less distant from each other depending on their variance similarities. The ellipse size is representative of the global variance dispersions between variables. The greater fluctuations in a single sample
variables the bigger its variance fluctuations and its ellipse will be. Therefore a small ellipse indicates a well defined and homogeneous marble with low dispersion in its variables. One principal component (PC) is affected to each dimension. There are as many PC as number of variables. The first three principal components (PC1, PC2 and PC3) contain most of the variance. Therefore PCA often focusses on those three ones since using PC4 or above would base analyses on very small variances. However it is sometimes interesting to consider them when the first components are noised. Variables operate differently in each principal component, so it is possible to switch from one to another in order to make better comparisons. For example, on a marble weathered surface, silicon can be over estimated, it can thus be interesting to decrease silicon weight by changing a PC for a less sensitive one to Si content.

PCA can then assign the studied artefact to the compositional class of one or several marbles of known composition by the use of database pXRF and MGS data.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Selected parameters for PCA processing

MGS analyses show a wide range of variation from 200 µm to few centimetres within the reference database. Figure 4 shows a boxplot of MGS values for the twenty-two database samples and the two archaeological building marbles. It is built from the median, the 25th and 75th percentiles and the minimum and maximum MGS values.

Homeoblastic fabric where calcite/dolomite crystals have equal dimensions are observed for Hymettan, Tinian and Parian database samples. The Hymettan marble have MGS around 200 µm. Tinian marbles are generally fine-grained with quite low MGS with a maximum MGS around 1 mm excepted those from Koumaros quarry with higher MGS of 2 mm and even 13 mm due to their proximity with a granite intrusion (Carignan et al., 1997). The two Parian samples show a 3 mm MGS. One Delian marble from the Inapos quarry (Qm5, Hadjidakis et al., 2003) is fine grained with MGS of 0.8 mm identical to MGS from Inapos wall marble. Philip V portico marble shows large heteroblastic texture with centimetric crystals up to 12 mm. Naxian and most of the Delian marbles show heteroblastic texture calcite/dolomite crystals exhibiting variable dimensions. Regarding Naxos samples, MGS vary between 2 and 7 mm while Delian marbles are mainly between 3 and 20 mm. The 20 mm MGS marble is a unique marble from Qm2 quarry located outside the archaeological site, south-east of Mount
Cynthus (Hadjidakis et al., 2003). It can be identified in the architecture as it has heterogranular texture with large visible bluish centimetre-sized crystals.

**Figure 4**

Portable XRF analyses of the studied quarry database showed that twenty-two elements (Sb, Cd, Pd, Ag, Mo, Nb, U, Th, Rb, Bi, As, Se, Au, Pb, W, Zn, Cu, Ni, Co, V, Ti, Al) over the forty-one analyzable with the used pXRF program were not detected due to the previously mentioned detection limits (§3.3.2). Magnesium was exclusively detected in two marbles whose ICP analyses showed a rather high concentration of Mg (16 % ±0.3 %) correlated with a 20 % ±1.7 % Ca decrease compared to calcitic marbles. Therefore it appeared useless to consider magnesium since the negative Mg-Ca correlation pointed to a dolomite-rich (CaMg(CO₃)₂) marble composition. The seven following elements Sn, Zr, Y, Mn, Cr, P, K were detected in a few marbles but are too close to the detection limit with an analytical precision around 50 % of the concentration value in this case (Potts et al., 1984). Among the eleven remaining elements, Nd, Pr, Ce, La and Ba were detected, but the variability of their concentrations was smaller than the uncertainty. Sr, Fe, Ca, Si, Cl and S concentrations presented nevertheless a good variability throughout the database and were thus selected for the purpose of this study. Chemical variations are due to Ca substitutions within calcite lattice crystal by elements such as Fe and Sr whose ionic radii are close to Ca one. On the contrary Si, Cl and S do not substitute to Ca but would eventually diagnose accessory minerals at micrometre scale such as quartz, micas, and sulfides. Being irregularly distributed within the analyzed samples, they deeply affect the results (Matthews, 1997).

**4.2 Fresh vs. weathered surface**

This marble provenance study was conducted on weathered surfaces of archaeological and quarries marbles, artefacts sampling being precluded. Therefore, it is necessary to understand how surface weathering affects major and trace elements concentrations.

Database pXRF analyses were carried out on both fresh cut sections and clean weathered surfaces when they were available. On these criteria, fifteen marbles were finally selected. The resulting diagram (figure 2 in supplementary material) shows clear chemical differences between fresh and weathered surfaces whatever their provenance. Weathered surfaces are impoverished in calcium and enriched in silicon and iron while strontium concentration seems to be constant. When surfaces are weathered, a micro-surface-porosity is created by dissolution and can be filled with a brownish
soft material corresponding chemically to an increase of Si and Fe and a slight
decrease in Ca. This could indicate the presence of phyllosilicates or clay minerals
characteristics of alteration processes at rock/atmosphere interface (Garcia-Vallès
et al., 2000).

Whether for fresh or weathered surfaces, Ca, Sr, Si and Fe elements have similar
trends while S and Cl ones are random (figure 2 in supplementary material). Conseguently, the former four elements were used for pXRF data processing
bearing in mind that Si and Fe concentrations are over-estimated, while Ca is
slightly under-estimated for altered surfaces.

From fresh to weathered surfaces calcium decreases of about 15 000 ppm which is
not significant compared to the 150 000 ppm difference observed between marble
and dolomite-rich marble in this database (figure 2 in supplementary material, one
Naxos marble, NAX-MELA-1, is dolomitic). Consequently, weathering surfaces
did not impact dolomitic marble identification in this study.

Stability of strontium concentration demonstrates how useful this element can be in
XRF analyses as its concentration seems to remain unchanged on weathered
surfaces. It can be highly discriminant when a marble has a particular Sr
concentration as, for example, it is the case of Göktepe marble (Turkey) with its
high Sr content which makes this marble easy to identify with XRF (Magrini et al.,
2016).

Supplementary material: Figure 2

4.3 Calibration on ICP data

The four remaining elements of interest Ca, Sr, Si and Fe were calibrated using the
ICP analysis of twenty-one marbles of the quarry database as stated in §3.3.3.
Figure 3 in supplementary material shows how correction equations were obtained.
A linear regression was applied after plotting ICP data versus pXRF ones. The
equations present a coefficient of determination $R^2$ above 0.97. Regarding the good
obtained $R^2$ values, regression equations are applied to pXRF data to calibrate
them to ICP values. Calibration data are available in Table 1 in supplementary
material.

ICP errors were calculated from the percentage of uncertainty given by SARM
laboratory. Each powder was analysed approximately ten times with pXRF in
order to analyse reproducibility and to determine the errors on measured values.

Supplementary material: Figure 3

Supplementary material: Table 1
Percentiles, minimum and maximum values of calibrated pXRF data are represented in figure 5. Calibrated pXRF data show quite constant Ca concentrations in almost each locality. However three outsiders show a large Ca decrease. Those three marbles coming from Delos (DEL-Qm5-2), Naxos (NAX-MELA-1) and from Inopos wall correspond to dolomitic marbles. Delos, Tinos, Paros, Naxos and Hymettus samples show a low Sr concentration around 150 ppm. One Tinos marble (TIN-ISTE) and Philip V portico marble are outside the global trend with 400 ppm. Sr measurement being very efficient with pXRF (Magrini et al., 2016), those observed variations are thus crucial to identify marble provenance in the present study. Si concentrations do not exceed 15 000 ppm except one Delian marble (DEL-Qm5-2), one Tinian marble (TIN-ISTE) and the artefact from Inopos wall. Tinian marble from Isternia was thus characterised by both its high Si and Sr content. Concerning Fe, three marbles emerge with concentrations over 2 500 ppm: DEL-Qm5-2, NAX-MELA-1 and the Inopos wall marble.

**Figure 5**

4.4 Marble provenance tested on two archaeological artefacts

Four marble standards were analysed before and after each pXRF analyses session. No instrumental drift was observed. Focusing on clean plane surfaces helped to reduce X-ray scattering but such surface conditions are difficult to find on the field and sometimes only irregular surfaces were available and analysed with pXRF. PCA was performed with five variables: MGS, Ca, Sr, Si and Fe. Each PCA includes the fifteen previously described marbles and the archaeological artefacts. The method was first tested with marble blocks from the Inopos district wall previously described (§3.2). The wall marble and the adjacent quarry Qm5 share the same macroscopic features (figures 2G and 3A). Three blocks were analysed and appear as a black ellipse in PCA diagram of figure 6. The ellipse superimposes the Delian cluster Qm5-2 and a Naxian one NAX-MELA-1 then pointing to two possible provenances. If both are dolomitic marbles, their MGS are very different. Indeed, Delian marble exhibits a MGS of 800 µm while Naxian one shows a MGS of 2 mm. Inopos wall and marble from Qm5 quarry having both an 800 µm MGS, this parameter is critical to eliminate the Naxian provenance. This pXRF approach confirms that marble of the Inopos wall comes from the nearby Delian quarry according to the current reference database.
The second example was taken from three marble artefacts of the Philip V portico (§3.2) showing the same macroscopic features. The resulting PCA diagram (figure 7) shows a clear distinction between all the reference quarry ellipses and the Philippe V portico ellipse. The portico ellipse does not intersect any of the five Delian blue ellipses. Furthermore, the two other non-plotted Delian marbles are strontium-poor while Portico one is Strontium-rich. Therefore, the portico is obviously not made out of Delian marble. With respect to the other localities, this PCA indicates that it is not built either with any marble referenced in the database. This marble characterized by a great Sr concentration and a high MGS might come from a non-yet-referenced Cycladic or continental marble. This example illustrates the potential of pXRF analyses for disqualifying indigenous marble provenances.

5 Conclusion

Until now, determination of Delos marbles origin was limited to visual considerations leading to misinterpretations. This non-destructive study showed the efficiency of a Principal Component Analysis treatment applied on both Maximum Grain Size and portable X-Ray Fluorescence data for marble provenance studies when micro-destructive analyses such as mass spectrometry or isotopic analyses were precluded. Despite limitation of pXRF, it allowed to answer the questions about local vs. imported provenance of two artefacts from Delos archaeological site. Local provenance of Inopos wall marble has been confirmed while the indigenous provenance of Philip V portico marble has been refuted. When unambiguous conclusions cannot be drawn, it is still possible to reduce provenance possibilities as the ellipse of studied marble do not overlap all the other quarry ellipses. The present protocol is therefore an efficient alternative to destructive analyses in order to get preliminary results and provenance conclusions.

Finally this work provided preliminary chemical data and MGS information about ancient marble quarries of Delos Island for the very first time. MGS measurements displayed a large range of values thus highlighting large variability of Delian marbles. The four studied chemical elements did not show such significant variations except for one single dolomitic marble. Micro-destructive analyses such as Rare Earth Elements and isotopic ($\delta^{18}$O, $\delta^{13}$C, $^{87}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr) measurements might highlight further variability within Delian marble quarries.
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**Fig. 1** Simplified geological map of Cycladic Islands. (Basemap comes from Esri, Garmin & GEBCO)

**Fig. 2** Marble from Delos quarries. Macroscopic presentation of Delos rough and sawed marble surfaces, presented respectively in the left and right pictures. Hadjidakis et al., (2003) nomenclature is used to name marble quarries from Qm1 to Qm5. (A) Qm1 marble is located in the south west part of the island, it contains a white to blue/grey homeoblastic marble. (B) Qm2 is located in the south east of Mount Cynthius, it contains a particular heteroblastic white marble with large centimetre-sized white and blue crystals. (C, D) Qm3 marble outcrops are located in Ghlastropi hills and are represented by two white heteroblastic marble. (E) Qm4 is located behind the theatre, it is made of a white homeoblastic marble. (F, G) Qm5 is located in the Inopos district, it contains a white homeoblastic marble (F) and a thin yellow to orange marble (G)

**Fig. 3** Marble from two selected artefacts. Macroscopic presentation of the two studied archaeological structures. Left and right pictures show respectively a general view and a field microscope picture of their surfaces. (A) Studied Inopos wall pavers are made of a yellow to orange homeoblastic marble with inframillimetric calcite/dolomite crystals) (B) Philip V portico marble is an heteroblastic blue to grey marble with large centimetre-sized calcite/dolomite crystals.

**Fig. 4** Maximum grain size (MGS) diagram built from the reference database. Median, 25th and 75th percentiles, minimum and maximum values are represented respectively by central line, box limits and whiskers. Consequently boxes constitute a 50% clustering of MGS data. Circles correspond to outsiders with a much higher MGS than the other marbles for a same locality

**Fig. 5** Boxplot of Ca, Sr, Si and Fe concentrations measured with pXRF on the weathered surface of database, Philip V portico and Inopos wall. Median, 25th and 75th percentiles, minimum and maximum values are represented respectively by central line, box limits and whiskers. Consequently boxes constitute a 50% clustering of data. Circles correspond to outsiders with a much higher concentration than the other marbles for a same locality. Sample nomenclature is explained in §3.1. Values are in ppm

**Fig. 6** Principal component analysis (PCA) diagram using 5 variables (Ca, Sr, Fe, Si, MGS) on the reference lithotheque and the Inopos wall measures (black
circles). Colors indicate locations: blue for Delos, orange for Tinos, green for Naxos, red for Paros, pink for Hymettus. Sample nomenclature is explained in §3.1. Arrows indicate in which direction ellipses are deported depending on the variable value; high values deport the ellipse in the arrow direction whereas low values deport the ellipse in the opposite way.

**Fig. 7** Principal Component Analysis (PCA) diagram using 5 variables (Ca, Sr, Fe, Si, MGS) on the reference lithotheque and the Philippe V portico measures (black circles). Colours indicate locations: blue for Delos, orange for Tinos, green for Naxos, red for Paros, pink for Hymettus. Sample nomenclature is explained in §3.1. Arrows indicate in which direction ellipses are deported depending on the variable value, high values deport the ellipse in the arrow direction whereas low values deport the ellipse in the opposite way.

**Supplementary material: Table 1** Data table referencing the result of pXRF and ICP analyses on database powders used to build linear regressions of figure 3 in supplementary material. Sample names refer to the geological sample presentation in §3.1 and letters a/b/c are indicated when more than one powder were analysed for a same marble. Values are given in ppm.

**Supplementary material: Fig. 1** Archaeological site in Delos (map created from EFA archaeological map of Delos). Circles 1 and 2 locate Philip V portico and Inopos reservoir respectively. Dotted line represents the actual coastline.

**Supplementary material: Fig. 2** Diagrams of six element concentrations obtained via XRF analysis on the reference lithotheque on a weathered surface (grey line) and a fresh sawn surface (dark line). Abscisse abbreviations refer to sample provenances detailed in §3.1.

**Supplementary material: Fig. 3** Calibration diagram of the Ca, Sr, Si, Fe using pXRF and ICP measures on the powdered reference database.
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